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DANGER.  TERROR.  MUD.  FUZZY MUD by Louis Sachar is about fifth grader Tamaya Dhilwaddi and seventh 
grader Marshall Walsh. They always walk together to their school  Woodridge Academy and home each day. Until 
bully Chad Hilligas wants to fight with Marshall.And Marshall makes a Hobson’s choice (2 choices both with bad 
outcomes) either fight Chad on his way home, or go through the off limit forest. He chooses to go through the 
forest. Tamaya can’t walk home alone so she has no choice but to go with Marshall. That’s when she finds the FUZZY 
MUD  in a small hole, the mud had some weird fuzz on top. They were lost in the woods now. But Chad had found 
Marshall and Tamaya in the woods. Chad starts punching Marshall because Chad thought that Marshall was making 
him look like a fool for not showing up to fight. Marshall couldn’t fight back. Without thinking Tamaya grabs the 
FUZZY MUD  and slaps it in Chad’s face then they run away. Meanwhile the government starts to get involved 
because of the new energy made at sunray farm biolene which is in the Mud. But nothing gets better Tamaya starts 
to get a rash from the mud and her hand starts bleeding in school. Chad has gone missing ever since Tamya and 
Marshall encountered Chad. Tamaya decides to look for Chad during school because she knows it has something to 
do with the FUZZY MUD . Then the principal calls a lockdown because Tamaya and Chad are missing. Marshall leaves 
school and goes to find Tamaya. Tamaya finds Chad with a blistered face just like Tamaya’s hand, and Tamaya gives 
him food, then to get back to school she must cross a gully of FUZZY MUD. Then while Chad’s blind, and Tamaya 
falls in the FUZZY MUD … 
 

In my opinion I loved this book. There were so many jaw dropping moments that are scary and creepy. I 
could not believe the outcome of this book! I say these things because I understood the story well and I couldn’t 
stop reading it. I’m giving this book 5 out of 5 stars. 

 
I would recommend this book to people who love a good book, and people who are into scary and creepy 

books.  I would say the age recommendation is ages 10 to 12, and grades 4 through 7. If you’re interested in creepy 
cliffhangers  and dramas this is the story for you. You should read this story if you want to know what happens to 
Tamaya, and because it is a good book for anyone. If you don’t then the FUZZY MUD might come for you... 


